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19 x 30 mins                   Episode Guide  
 
 
 
 
 

Episode 1: Plastic Cars and Palinka 
After months of delays, the team is still struggling to 
depart from Budapest, Hungary. Team leader John 
Lovejoy and his band of vagabonds quickly get to know 
one another and learn that their plastic cars will be a 
handful for the next 6-months. The “Trabis” each get their 
own unique paintjob and name.  The team members 
express their hopes and fears for the upcoming journey.  
After weeks of delays, they finally depart Budapest on 
their long drive to Cambodia and Dan explains the 
definition of Trabant Trek time as the cause for their late 
start.  On the road, the unreliable plastic cars immediately 

reveal the troubles ahead when Dante won’t start and later Fez loses an engine part. They cross 
their first border getting a taste of the many to come. Finally out of Hungary, the team stops in to 
visit a local children’s charity devoted to helping street children in Romania.  After a long day of 
driving and clueless of the struggles that lie ahead, the team celebrates that night Trabant Trek 
style with a few too many shots of palinka. 
 

Episode 2: Tony the Hypocrite 
Dan wakes up with a mean hangover after a drunken 
night in Romania.  A Romanian Trabant club is quick to 
discover numerous little problems with the team’s shabby 
autos.  Tony, the mechanic, also expresses his concerns 
over the fate of the cars at the hands of his fellow team-
members then proceeds to smash the front windshield of 
the Mercedes due to his own carelessness!  The 
Mercedes continues to suffer setbacks as the team pulls 
into Brasov.  It is still early in the trip and already Lovie’s 
leadership is being questioned.  The slow and 
disorganized pace of the trek irritates some of the team-

members.  In Bran the team camps in the shadow of Dracula’s castle and OJ fools Dan into thinking 
he drank polluted river water.  After leaving Bucharest, the team soon gets lost trying on the way to 
Bulgaria.  Luckily two twelve-year-olds on a scooter save them. OJ decides Bulgarians are 
“horrible”, after meeting an irate gas station attendant who throws a rock at the team and a 
promiscuous truck-stop waitress who tries to pick up OJ.  Somehow they barely make it into Turkey.  
  

Episode 3: Crashing a Turkish Wedding  
Trabant Trek arrives in Istanbul at the height of the 
summer tourist season and scrambles to find 
accommodation.  They end up on the roof of a hostel 
hoping it doesn’t rain!  While OJ gets lead out of the 
Grand Bazaar by the police, Marlena questions how much 
longer she can stay with Trabant Trek.  Tony’s greatest 
fear is revealed as the team prepares to leave the city 
only to get lost trying to find the bridge to Asia.  In hopes 
of winning the next election, the mayor of Izmit invites the 
team for a press event and Dan soon gets the team 
caught up in a soccer match with a gang of kids.  After 
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taking a beating from the junior footballers they decide to take a well-earned rest at the Black Sea 
resort of Asmara.  A few days on the beach and the team is ready to go, but Tony runs out of gas 
just after leaving.  Back on the road, the team crashes a traditional Turkish wedding and visits a 
mountaintop monastery where there’s talk of romance brewing between Zsofi and Dan.  After the 
visit they receive an ominous warning about the dangers they might face at their next destination: 
Georgia. 

Episode 4: Taking Bad Advice 
Despite being warned, Trabant Trek enters Georgia at 
night.  They scour the streets for a place to sleep and 
wake up in the manic seaside resort of Batumi, a 
playground for drunk Georgians, Mafiosi and ex-KGB 
bodyguards. In the morning their “campsite” becomes a 
chaotic playground of drag racing and a Georgian driving 
school.  After a drunken night out the team has a run-in 
with a thief and the Georgian police and Dan, Marlena 
and Megan spend the night at the police station.  Marlena 
heads north for Tbilisi while the rest of the team heads 
south for Armenia. The team opts again to ignore 

warnings and takes the “very, very, VERY bad road” into the Georgian wilderness.  The Trabants 
face their greatest challenge yet.  What starts out as a fun daylight cruise quickly becomes a 
dangerous cliff-hanging drive through mud, rain and fog.  The cars take a beating, and the 
Mercedes needs considerable repairs thanks to Dan’s questionable driving.  While Tony, Carlos 
and Lovie get the Mercedes fixed, Dan and Zsofi sneak off together to local hot springs. Tony, 
Carlos and Lovie drink vodka shots with the Georgian mechanics.  Once again they arrive at their 
destination late at night.  The team sets up camp in a ghetto outside of Yerevan, Armenia.  
 

Episode 5:  Everyone Hates Lovie 
The team wakes up early in an old soviet-era apartment 
block in the outskirts of Yerevan.  While trying to get 
through Yerevan traffic, tensions start to run high.   Team 
leader John Lovejoy and the two ‘misfits’ of the group: 
Dan and Megan are on the verge of a meltdown.  After a 
frustrating afternoon, Lovie announces that he plans to 
leave Trabant Trek.  Dan expresses his anger and 
distrust of Lovie to the others causing team morale to hit 
an all-time low.  Back on the road the mood lightens a bit 
until they are stopped by the Armenian army after 
meandering a little too close to the Azerbaijan border.  

Their footage is confiscated before the Army releases them.  They race north to meet back up with 
Marlena in Tbilisi, Georgia.  Sick of delays and late starts, the usually jovial mechanic Tony joins 
Dan in doubting Lovejoy’s ability to lead.  The team gets lost in the Georgian countryside and 
discovers an ancient monastery.  After the visit they’re back on the road, hitting the Azerbaijan 
border at night. The team is forced to spend the night in “no man’s land” between the two countries; 
Dan is given a jug of homemade wine as a parting gift from his Georgian hosts, while Lovie’s foul 
mood suggests that he still plans to leave the Trek. 
 

Episode 6:  New Blood 
Dodging cows and sheep on the highway Trabant Trek 
steams towards the Azerbaijan Capital of Baku in hopes 
of catching a ferry across the Caspian Sea.  They stop 
briefly to share a meal with some locals and Tony almost 
dies in a local toilet.  They soon get to the airport to pick 
up the newest member of the Trabant Trek team and 
Lovie’s best friend, Brady.  Almost instantly Lovie’s 
attitude begins to lighten up with Brady’s arrival, but there 
are still plenty of hurdles to overcome.  Finally in Baku, 
Tony discovers that he has lost his passport and the team 
ponders the possibility of having to continue on the trek 

without their trusty mechanic.  While Tony and OJ search for the missing passport the rest of the 
team heads off to the renowned mud volcanoes of Quobustan.  Ignoring rules against getting in the 
mud, Megan drinks a little of the Georgian wine and decides to skinny-dip in one of the mud pits.  
The team returns to Baku only to struggle for hours with port bureaucracy.  Exhausted and a little 
drunk, the team may finally be on the ferry bound for Central Asia.  
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Episode 7: Stranded At Sea 
After struggling for days to catch the ferry to 
Turkmenistan the team settles in for a 12-hour relaxing 
ride.  The next morning they receive news that their 12-
hour ride will take days as the ships line up in the 
Caspian Sea.  Cabin fever sets in and their food supplies 
dwindle.  The team does whatever possible to avoid 
going crazy with boredom and starvation.  Eventually 
they arrive in Turkmenistan alive and a few pounds 
lighter.  In the port of Turkmenbashi customs officials 
inform them that due to the delay at sea, they have lost 
several days on their visas. Lovie soon grows frustrated 

with the others who spent the morning drinking beers while he tried to extend their visas.  
Unsuccessful in getting extra days they now have very little time to get across Turkmenistan.  As 
tensions rise, Dan and Lovie get into a heated argument, Lovie almost hits a little girl on the side of 
the road and Dan gets a serious injury.  To make things worse the team is also inundated with car 
troubles as the Mercedes oil pan is destroyed, a freak dust storm engulfs the cars and they are 
forced to eat intestines on the side of the road.  Despite all struggles they are still able to see the 
stunning Darvaza Gas Crater. With the possibility of Dan going with an injury, Lovie finally decides 
to stay with Trabant Trek. 
 
 

Episode 8: Escape From Turkmenistan 
Dan’s drunken mishaps continue to hold the team up. 
Time is running out and the Mercedes still needs to be 
fixed. Lovie patches it with duct tape, which barely gets 
them to the Uzbekistan border. They arrive minutes too 
late and are not allowed to exit Turkmenistan.  That night 
Tony, Lovie and Brady attempt to repair the oil pan using 
melted plastic water bottles.  The crazy fix seems to 
hold.  The next day they lose their guide and incite a riot.  
They quickly discover that they have broken the law by 
driving dirty cars.  They find their guide drinking in a café.  
He informs them that they are no longer allowed to talk 

with locals, enter homes and are banished to the outskirts of town.  Trabant Trek’s future is 
uncertain when they are imprisoned in a desolate compound.   To the team’s surprise they are 
released the next day and finally allowed to cross into Uzbekistan.  As they journey down the 
ancient Silk Road Lovie and Brady get lost from the others and Dan, tony and Carlos are angry with 
Lovie. Completely sick of the continued drama between Lovie and Dan, Marlena decides to call it 
quits and leaves Trabant Trek right before the team pushes on for Tajikistan. Looming ahead is one 
of their most arduous challenges… the Pamir Highway.  Hundreds of miles of unpaved roads 
heavily damaged by erosion, earthquakes, landslides, and avalanches the Pamir Highway will 
certainly take its toll on the remainder of the team and the Trabis. 
 

Episode 9: A Crumbling Fleet  
The team limps into Tajikistan and one step closer to the 
Pamir Highway. Climbing over 15,000 feet is a daunting 
challenge for the Trabants. Unfortunately troubles plague 
the team before they even get to the capitol of 
Dushanbe. Their unreliable 25yr old support vehicle 
breaks yet another oil pan. As they sit in a pool of oil on 
the side of the road the team is divided over what to do 
with the support vehicle. Some want to ditch it and 
continue on, while others want to patch it up in the 
closest village. Eventually they decide to repair the 
Mercedes, but this decision will soon come back to haunt 
them.  Standing between Dushanbe and the Pamir 

Highway are the Fan Mountains but extremely dangerous road building slows the team down. The 
road is punishing on the plastic cars and the team finds Dan and Megan and their car Fez on the 
side of the road with a missing a wheel. Unsure of how to fix it, Tony, Lovie, OJ and Carlos stay 
behind with the cars while the rest of the team travels with a local trucker to the capitol, Dushanbe 
Can Tony jerry-rig the car to get over the mountains and join the others in Dushanbe or will they 
now have to leave one of the Trabants behind to keep the trek going? 
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Episode 10: Günter’s Last Stand 
With the scraps of parts they have left, Tony miraculously 
manages to put the axle back on Fez.  This allows the 
boys to get over Anzob pass and into Dushanbe to 
reunite with the rest of the team. The following day Brady 
and Lovie meet a local who provides them with startling 
information on the Pamir highway. Not only is there a 
strong likelihood of snow but there are also armed rebels. 
The possibility proves to be too intimidating for Brady, 
who books a ticket the same night to return to Los 
Angeles. In typical “Trabant Trek” fashion, the teams 
departs from Dushanbe at midnight making a 300km 

push for the town of Khoreg at the base of the Pamir mountains. Their route along the border of 
Afghanistan is disastrous as one car after another breaks down. Megan begins to lose her mind 
when the team can’t go more than 30km without another breakdown. Dan vents his frustration but 
OJ rejoices when the team finally decides Tajikistan will be the final resting place for Günter, the 
temperamental support vehicle. Now the team and the Trabis are on their own with little room to 
store their spare parts for the Trabis. 
 

Episode 11: The Great Divide 
With Günter finally out of the picture everyone is hopeful 
of making it the last 200km to Khoreg in a day, but 
Megan has had enough and mentally prepares herself to 
go home after they cross the Pamirs.  She races ahead 
of the group driving recklessly on roads the Trabants 
shouldn’t even be on in the first place. After a few 
kilometres she breaks a major support member on the 
back end of Fez.  While team is frustrated at yet another 
setback, Dan is furious with her driving. They limp Fez 
into a farming village where they find a welder.  After a 
quick patch job they hobble onto Khoreg hardly prepared 

for the challenging climb that awaits them.  The morning brings the team’s first attempt at scaling 
the mountain highway. It ends before they even start when Fez’s weld gives out. With little time 
remaining on their visas a tough decision has to be made that may lead to the end of Trabant Trek. 
The team divides. Lovie will fly back to Dushanbe to get visas. Dan Megan, Carlos and Zsofi will 
push on by bus to Bishkek in neighbouring Kyrgyzstan. Lovie will return joining Tony and OJ as they 
attempt to drive the three Trabants over the Pamir Mountains to reunite with the team in 
Bishkek.While the team is apart Megan decides she’s had enough and throws in the towel.  Zsofi is 
the only girl left on the team.  Only time will tell how long she will endure life on the road with five 
smelly squabbling guys. 
 

Episode 12: Lovie’s Route is Played 
Although Lovie, Tony and OJ have made it over the 
Pamirs, there’s still over a thousand kilometres before 
they’ll meet up the rest of the team in Bishkek. They stop 
for a night in Osh only to discover the next morning that 
not only have the cars been vandalized, but they've also 
been robbed..  In a rush to get out of town, they get lost 
and end up sleeping on top of a dam.  They get up late 
and continue on but shortly after, OJ runs into a cow with 
Dante.  With the others still waiting for them in Bishkek 
the three guys continue dawdling.  They stumble across 
dozens of Kyrgyz horsemen and before long Lovie is 

playing kok–buru with a goat carcass.  After three weeks of meandering through the Pamir 
Mountains they somehow manage to find their way to Bishkek to join up with the excited 
Europeans. A reunion party ensues and when Dan gets plastered, the Americans quickly realise 
what the others have been up to for the past three weeks. With the winter approaching an argument 
ensues over whether to ship the cars South or drive them North into Siberia and Mongolia. Lovie’s 
team appears to be falling apart. OJ is considering quitting because he’s homesick for his girlfriend 
in America, and Zsofi’s parents have decided to cut off her funding off if she continues driving East 
into Siberia. 
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Episode 13: The 24-Hour Drive (Formerly 
Tony's Tyre Problems- you can keep this 
title if you need to) 
Now that the decision to drive North is complete, the 
team bundles up for the cold and passes into 
Kazakhstan. In the middle of the night a tyre falls off of 
Dante forcing the team to camp on the side of the road 
and look for it the next day.  Unsuccessful and pressed 
for time, the team decides to drive straight through 
Kazakhstan.  They only stop for a coffee and a meal.  
The drive gets even harder on the others when Tony 
starts popping tyres left and right. Within 30 hours they 

have driven over a thousand-kilometres, a Trabant Trek record.  They make it to the Russian border 
only to discover the snow is early this year.  Unprepared for the cold they cross into Russia and 
drive until exhaustion takes over.  They set up camp on the side of the road in the snow before 
making into Novosibirsk where Carlos’s car Fez decides he has had enough.  After rush hour 
subsides, they drag it into the city center and Tony begins removing the engine to repair the clutch.  
While Tony and the others toil away on Fez, OJ meets Kate, a local girl.  She invites everyone back 
to her grandparent’s apartment to celebrate her friends 21st birthday. Tony finds himself making a 
team decision, whether to stay for a Siberian party or get back on the cold dark road East… 
 

Episode 14: Drunken Cops & Cold Coffee 
After two nights of Russian hospitality, the team waves 
goodbye to their Siberian friends.  More 24-hour driving 
shifts are in store if they are going to make it to the 
Mongolian border before their Russian visas expire, but 
the Siberian winter is rough on the cars and their frozen 
passengers. Without a working heater, Tony and Zsofi 
discover that their breath is actually freezing to the 
windshield of their car Dante.  With the cars on shaky 
legs and halfway to the border, Dan realizes he doesn’t 
have a visa for Mongolia. He faces a quandary: risk a 
border run in the cars, or stay in Irkutsk and try to get a 

visa while the rest of the team pushes on without him.  Dan takes the gamble and stays hoping his 
annoyed teammates will be waiting for him in the Mongolian capital Ulan Bataar.  A drunk Russian 
on duty police officer stops traffic to guide Dan to a hotel and escorts the team to the road to 
Mongolia.  Almost out of Russia, OJ learns that Tony is actually a superhero.  Stuck at the border 
for hours, eventually Lovie and Tony help a van smash through the closed gates. After pulling into 
Ulan Bataar late at night, the team spends their first night in the world’s coldest capital city sleeping 
in their cars. 
 

Episode 15: Zsofi’s Dilemma 
Despite the -20C temperatures, the team settles in to 
Ulan Bataar and prepares the cars for their next big 
challenge, the Gobi desert.  Just as the team is running 
out to get their Chinese visas, Dan arrives.  Without the 
visas he would have held the team up for weeks.  The 
Trabants are riddled with problems and are requiring 
more and more days for repairs while the team turns to 
local vodka to keep them warm through the frigid nights.  
The vodka soon fuels a chicken dance-off between some 
of the team members.  Though normally cool and 
composed, Carlos finally starts to lose it over Dan’s 

drunken antics.  OJ warns Tony and Dan not to drink the night before they have to go pick up the 
cars from the local mechanic.  Despite his warning, they show up hung-over and find that the 
Trabants are running much better, but still have some major problems. Bundled up against the cold, 
Tony and Lovie work through the night to get them into top shape. Zsofi reveals that her parents are 
cutting off her funding, and thus she will have to leave from Beijing. The next day the team is about 
to depart from Ulan Bataar, but Lovie decides to get Ziggy and Dante washed.  Tony is livid about 
the stalling once again.  After driving 300 kilometres towards the Gobi Desert the road suddenly 
disappears.   An endless expanse of the desert begins lays ahead.  Without roads, lights or signs 
the Trabants and their drivers are about to off-road through the coldest desert in the world! 
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Episode 16: Navigational Nightmares 
The road disappeared where the Gobi Desert began.  
They were told to follow power lines, cars and train tracks 
southward to find China. No one told the team that there 
would be multiples of each! With no maps or GPS device, 
and two compasses that don’t work, the team quickly 
gets lost in the frozen expanse. Night falls but Lovie 
insists on pushing forward in this game of choose your 
own adventure.  They find themselves hundreds of 
kilometres off-track and stumble upon a dilapidated hotel. 
The next morning they get back on track, but its not long 
before Ziggy’s front suspension gives out.  Forced to split 
up, OJ, Zsofi and Lovie stay behind with Ziggy while 

Tony, Carlos and Dan head off in the middle of the night hoping to find a solution in the next town – 
providing they can even make it there. Just as OJ is giving up hope the boys return with a novel 
solution to Ziggy’s suspension woes. 130km from the China border, Carlos decides to try and drive 
over a sand dune and wrecks the transmission on Fez. The Americans are livid, now forced to 
camp with no food or water in -25C conditions on Thanksgiving night, Tony starts to lose his will to 
continue.  He refuses to help the others repair Fez. Miraculously, the next day they make it into 
China only to find out they’ll be forced to take a 400km detour east, pushing them dangerously off 
schedule.  
 

Episode 17: Dropping Like Flies 
Trabant Trek picks up a new team member: their Chinese 
guide Edmund, who quickly proves his worth by wading 
through the formidable Chinese bureaucracy. The team 
has less than a week to get all the way to the southern 
border, but must first detour 400km east to obtain local 
driver’s licenses and number plates for the Trabis. It 
takes days, but with all the paperwork finished the team 
heads south towards Beijing. Before they get far Fez 
begins clunking and stops in the road. Tony’s diagnosis is 
bad. After 15,000km and crossing fourteen countries, 
Fez’s engine has finally seized. Generously, a local 

mechanic offers to let the gang use his shop where they go to work swapping out their only spare 
engine. The same thing happens again the next morning, and this time all the spare engines are 
used up. The decision is made to box and ship Fez by truck to Beijing. Already resigned to leaving 
the trek, Zsofi also goes by public transportation to Beijing, but not before having a massive row 
with the entire team. The five remaining boys push on only to have Dante stutter and die just 
outside the Great Wall.  Lovie and Tony decide to use Ziggy to tow Dante over the Great Wall, while 
the others hitchhike into the Capitol.  Ziggy drives in Beijing for just one day before he too fizzes 
out. It’s decided that the Trabis will have to be shipped to Laos, where hopefully warmer weather 
will be kinder to the cars. Lovie faces another logistical nightmare, flying to Bangkok to arrange for 
emergency parts to be shipped to him from Budapest.  Making up with the team, Zsofi finally leaves 
Trabant Trek in good spirits.  She picked a good time to leave.  The five boys are left with 3 wrecks, 
no money and all of South East Asia to go.  
 

Episode 18: Cannibalizing Dante 
It’s almost Christmas, and Lovie shows up at the Lao 
border with a gift for the other boys.  With a box of engine 
parts they get to work on repairing the cars.   Christmas 
comes and goes. One by one, the Trabants start 
billowing their signature blue smoke. Fez is the first, so 
Lovie takes it for a test drive, but forgets that Fez is 
Carlos’s baby. Carlos stomps off to sulk, grumbling with 
Dan about the tight knit “Americans”.  Dante starts up 
next.  In his excitement to have the car running in the 
tropical climate, Tony decides to make Dante into a 
convertible.  Ziggy remains stubborn, simply refusing to 

start no matter what OJ and Lovie try.  The decision is finally made to vote off a car.  With the votes 
cast - and some feelings hurt - the losing Trabi is cannibalized for parts and left on the border.  
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Episode 19: It’s a Christmas Miracle Five 
drivers and two Trabis now continue south for Cambodia.  
Eager for a party, the boys opt to take a slight detour to 
the legendary tubing town of Vang Vieng. It’s their last 
stop before heading into Thailand and finally Cambodia. 
To their own disbelief the boys make it across the border! 
After tens of thousands of kilometres, they are now only 
hundreds away from their final destination. Surely they 
can make it now… but just miles from their return party at 
a children’s NGO they have a blowout.  After a roadside 
repair they eventually roll in months late for their 
welcoming party.  The joy and jubilation brings tears to 

the boys’ eyes. They finally arrive at the end of Trabant Trek.  As Dan and Carlos leave for Europe 
the three Americans reminisce about their journeys and talk of future adventures… 
 
 
  
Countries Adventured: Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, Turkey, Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan, 
Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, Russia, Mongolia, China, Laos, 
Thailand, and Cambodia. 
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